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ABSTRACT
Nowadays different types of unmanned underwater vehicles

(UUVs), such as remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) and au-

tonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), are widely used for sub-

sea inspection, maintenance, and repair (IMR) operations in the

oil and gas industry, archaeology, oceanography and marine bi-

ology. Also, lately, the development of underwater snake robots

(USRs) shows promising results towards extending the capabil-

ities of conventional UUVs. The slender and multi-articulated

body of USRs allows for operation in tight spaces where other

traditional UUVs are incapable of operating. However, the math-

ematical model of USRs is more challenging compared to mod-

els of ROVs and AUVs, because of its multi-articulated body. It

is important to develop accurate models for control design and

analysis, to ensure the desired behaviour and to precisely inves-

tigate the locomotion efficiency. Modelling the hydrodynamics

poses the major challenge since it includes complex and non-

linear hydrodynamic effects. The existing analytical models for

USRs consider theoretical values for the fluid coefficients and

thus they only provide a rough prediction of the effects of hy-

drodynamics on swimming robots. In order to obtain an accu-

rate prediction of the hydrodynamic forces acting on the links of

the USRs, it is necessary to obtain the fluid coefficients exper-

imentally. This paper determines the drag and added mass co-
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efficients of a general planar model of USRs. In particular, this

paper presents methods for identifying fluid parameters based on

both computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations and sev-

eral experimental approaches. Additionally, in this paper, we in-

vestigate variations of the drag force modelling, providing more

accurate representations of the hydrodynamic drag forces. The

obtained fluid coefficients are compared to the existing estimates

of fluid coefficients for a general model of USRs.

INTRODUCTION
The last decades, remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) and

autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are widely used for

different subsea operations, as they can operate at larger depths

and at more hazardous environments than humans [1]. In addi-

tion, development of bio-inspired USRs are of interest, as they

are more agile and can be more energy efficient than traditional

ROVs and AUVs. Bio-inspired snake robots having flexible and

slender bodies can further operate at tighter and more obstructed

areas than other underwater vehicles. In addition to the agility

and small cross-section of USRs, they are essentially mobile ma-

nipulator arms capable of doing a large variety of tasks. In addi-

tion, the snakes can be docked at underwater charging stations,

resulting in a shorter response time when they are needed to per-

form a task. These properties make them well-suited for a large

variety of tasks [2].

Bio-inspired snake robots have been studied for many years

and the first snake robot was made by Hirose in 1972 [3]. Sev-

eral models for land-based snake robots has been proposed in

the literature [4]. The hydrodynamic modeling of USRs is more
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complex than for other underwater vehicles due to their multi-

articulated body. In particular, modeling of the fluid contact

forces are especially more complicated compared to the dynam-

ics of the overall rigid motion, making them more complex than

land-based snake robots. Due to hydrodynamic complexity, there

have been proposed fewer models for USRs than the land-based

snake robots [2]. Hence, the main objective of this paper is

to provide useful inputs regarding the hydrodynamic model of

USRs by experimentally obtaining the fluid coefficients.

A key issue in development and control of USRs, is to

achieve high motion-effectiveness and speed, while minimizing

the consumed energy. The optimization of gait patterns is still

to a large degree an unanswered question in the literature, al-

though some results have been proposed [5, 6]. The existing

results [5], provide only qualitative comparisons of the gait pat-

tern efficiency, as theoretical values for the fluid coefficients are

being used. Since fluid friction plays a significant role on the

power consumption, a correct fluid model is desired. By identi-

fying the fluid friction parameters, the energy efficiency of USRs

can be investigated and provide qualitative as well as quantita-

tive comparison results regarding the power consumption. As

the locomotion efficiency of an USR is closely coupled with the

hydrodynamic effects, there is a need for obtaining the fluid coef-

ficients included in the model. Fluid torques have a direct impact

on the power consumption of the system, and including these will

improve the model from a hydrodynamic and energy efficiency

point of view [7], [2]. Experimental validation of a complex

model that takes into account both added-mass effects and drag

forces while being expressed in closed-form has not yet been in-

vestigated in the literature [2]. The existing models for USRs use

theoretical values of the fluid coefficients [2, 8]. The authors in

[2] pointed out the need for further investigation into the method

for fluid coefficient identification to obtain more precise values

of the drag and added mass coefficients. It is therefore neces-

sary to obtain and calculate the fluid coefficients experimentally

in order to obtain fairly accurate models of the fluid effects when

modeling multi-articulated biologically inspired USRs.

This paper compares existing experimental methods and de-

termines fluid coefficients for the underwater snake robot Mamba

[2] in order to obtain an accurate hydrodynamic model for under-

water swimming snake robots. The fluid coefficients are deter-

mined initially based on extensive computational fluid dynam-

ics (CFD) simulations, and then compared to experimentally ob-

tained results. Additionally, in this paper we investigate varia-

tions of the drag force models, providing more accurate repre-

sentations of the hydrodynamic drag forces. The obtained fluid

coefficients are compared to the existing estimates of fluid coef-

ficients for a general model of USRs. In [8], only the drag forces

from linear and nonlinear drag effects are considered in the hy-

drodynamic model. However, in this paper the hydrodynamic

model is extended by variations including different combinations

of linear and quadratic drag, contributions in x forces from flow

in y− direction, and effects caused by the head and tail modules.
HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL

This section gives a brief insight to the hydrodynamic model

proposed for USRs in [8]. Compared to the model in [8] several

variations are explored in this paper that include the head and tail

in addition to the link modules. The model is further extended to

include individual drag coefficients for linear and quadratic drag.

In addition, a coupling between the velocity in body y−direction

and the force in body x−direction is introduced. In [8] it is shown

that the fluid forces on all links can be expressed in vector form

as

f =
[

fx
fy

]
=

[
fAx
fAy

]
+

[
f I

Dx
f I

Dy

]
+

[
f II

Dx
f II

Dy

]
, (1)

where f I
Dx

, f I
Dy

, f II
Dx

, f II
Dy

and fAx , fAy represent the effects from

the linear, the nonlinear drag forces and the added mass effects

respectively, and are given by[
f I

Dx
f I

Dy

]
=−

[
cT Cθ −cNSθ
cT Sθ cNCθ

][
Vrx
Vry

]
, (2)[

f II
Dx

f II
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]
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]
sgn
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])[
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2
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][
0 0
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][
V̇rx
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]
, (4)

where the relative velocities and accelerations in the body frame

are given by [
Vrx
Vry

]
=

[
Cθ Sθ
−Sθ Cθ

][
Ẋ−Vx
Ẏ−Vy

]
, (5)[

V̇rx
V̇ry

]
=

[
Cθ Sθ
−Sθ Cθ

][
Ẍ
Ÿ

]
+

[ −Sθ Cθ
−Cθ −Sθ

][
diag(θ̇) 0

0 diag(θ̇)

][
Ẋ−Vx
Ẏ−Vy

]
,

(6)

where Vx = eVx ∈ R
n and Vy = eVy ∈ R

n with Vx and Vy rep-

resenting the ocean current velocities in the inertial x− and

y−direction, respectively, and e = [1, . . . ,1]T . The vector θ =
[θ1, . . . ,θn] represent the link angles of the robot with n rep-

resenting the links numbers of the robot. The matrices cT =
diag(cT,1, . . . ,cT,n)∈R

n×n and cN = diag(cN,1, . . . ,cN,n)∈R
n×n

represent the drag parameters in the tangent and normal direc-

tion of each link, and μ = diag(μ1, . . . ,μn) ∈ R
n×n represents

the added mass parameters.

Furthermore, the fluid torques on all links are given by

τ =−Λ1θ̈ −Λ2θ̇ −Λ3θ̇ |θ̇ |, (7)

where Λ1 = diag(λ1,1, . . . ,λ1,n) ∈ R
n×n, Λ2 =

diag(λ2,1, . . . ,λ2,n)∈R
n×n and Λ3 = diag(λ3,1, . . . ,λ3,n)∈R

n×n.

The coefficients λ2,i, λ3,i represent the drag torque parameters,

and the parameter λ1,i represents the added mass parameter.

In [8] it is shown that the hydrodynamic related parameters

for the cylindrical links with major diameter 2e1i, the minor di-

ameter 2e2i and the length of each link 2li, can be expressed as:

cT,i =
1

2
ρπCf

(e2i + e1i)

2
2li, cN,i =

1

2
ρCD2e1i2li,

μi = ρπCAe2
1i2li, λ1,i =

1

12
ρπCM(e2

1i − e2
2i)

2l3
i ,

λ2,i =
1

6
ρπCf (e1i + e2i)l3

i , λ3,i =
1

8
ρπCf (e1i + e2i)l4

i ,

(8)
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for i ∈ 1, . . . ,n where Cf and CD are the drag coefficients, while

CA and CM represent the added mass related coefficients, and ρ
is the density of the fluid. For more details see [8]. Note that the

fluid parameters are dependent on the fluid coefficients Cf , CD,

CA, which this paper aims to identify.

Remark 1. Based on extensive comparison between experi-
mental results and model simulations in [2] the following es-
timates have been used so far for the underwater snake robot
Mamba: a) estimated values: Cf = 0.3, CD = 1.75, CA = 1.5
and CM = 1 and b) theoretical values: Cf = 0.01−0.03, CD = 1,
CA = 1 and CM = 1. These values are chosen under the assump-
tion of a steady-state flow [9], [7], which results in setting the
added mass inertia coefficient to its theoretical value, CM = 1,
as the overall motion of the system is not significantly affected
by this coefficient. Hence in this paper we have not considered
identifying the added mass inertia coefficient CM.

The hydrodynamic model given by (1) considers USRs with n
links. This model can be expanded in different forms. By using

(2) and (3) and the simplified velocity notations vx and vy in the

x− and y− direction, the total drag force for an USR with n links

can be written as

f1 =−n

[
1
2 πρ( (ai+bi)

2 )2liCf 0

0 1
2 ρ2ai2liCd

]([
vx
vy

]
+

[
sgn(vx)v2

x
sgn(vy)v2

y

])
, (9)

where f1 is the original drag force model proposed in [8] con-

sidering the same geometrical characteristics for the modules of

the robot. The first variation, f2, distinguishes between the drag

coefficients for linear and quadratic drag, while still assuming

that the modules of the USR has same geometries and can be

expressed as follows

f2 =−nfD =n
(
fI
D,L + fII

D,L
)
=−n

[
1
2 πρ( (ai+bi)

2 )2liCI
f 0

0 1
2 ρ2ai2liCI

d

][
vx
vy

]

−n

[
1
2 πρ( (ai+bi)

2 )2liCII
f 0

0 1
2 ρ2ai2liCII

d

][
sgn(vx)v2

x
sgn(vy)v2

y

]
.

(10)

The next model variation also includes the linear and quadratic

drag terms for the head and tail modules, and is given by

f3 =−(n−2)fD −
[

1
2 πρaibiCI

fHT
0

0 1
2 ρAHTCI

dHT

][
vx
vy

]

−
[

1
2 πρa2

i CII
fHT

0

0 1
2 ρAHTCII

dHT

][
sgn(vx)v2

x
sgn(vy)v2

y

] (11)

where AHT is the characteristic area of the head and tail modules

in y direction, and CI
fHT

, CII
fHT

, CI
dHT

, CII
dHT

are the linear and non-

linear drag coefficients for the combined head and tail modules.

The following model variation additionally includes effects

on forces in x−direction from vy velocities:

f4 = f3 + fI
D,XY + fII

D,XY = f3 −
[

0 −sgn(vy)ρailiCI
XY

0 0

][
vx
vy

]
−
[

0 ρailiCII
XY

0 0

][
v2

x
v2

y

]
(12)

where CI
XY , CII

XY are the linear and nonlinear drag coefficients.

The next variation omits the linear drag effects for the head

and tail modules as well as for the cross terms:

f5 = fII
D,HT +(n−2)fD + fII

D,XY . (13)

The last model variation is built on the general fluid drag force

model by considering only the nonlinear drag effects:

f6 =

[
1
2 ρAxCf v2

x 0

0 1
2 ρAy(n)Cdv2

y

]
, (14)

where Ax = πaibi and Ay =Ay,H +n2li2ai+Ay,T are the reference

areas in x− and y−direction, and where Ay,H and Ay,T are the

reference areas for the head and tail modules of the robot.

The different model variations of the drag model will be in-

vestigated in this paper based on the obtained forces from the

simulations and experiments. In particular, this paper identifies

the fluid parameters for the different model variations by consid-

ering the numerous possible drag coefficients shown in Table 1

for the model variations presented in (9)-(14). To estimate the

drag coefficients for the models given by (9)-(14), a least-square

estimation scheme is used [10, 11]. For more details see [11].

Model Corresponding fluid coefficients

f1 Cf , Cd

f2 CI
f , CI

d , CII
f , CII

d

f3 CI
f , CI

d , CII
f , CII

d , CI
fHL

, CI
dHL

, CII
fHL

, CII
dHL

f4 CI
f , CI

d , CII
f , CII

d , CI
fHL

, CI
dHL

, CII
fHL

, CII
dHL

, CI
XY , CII

XY

f5 CI
f , CI

d , CII
f , CII

d , CII
fHL

, CII
dHL

, CII
XY

f6 Cf , Cd

TABLE 1: Fluid coefficients for model variations.

FLUID PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION METHODS
There are several approaches for identifying fluid coeffi-

cients for submerged bodies, both by theoretical estimates and

experimental procedures. This section presents some of the pos-

sible methods for fluid parameter identification and concludes

with, the adopted methods in this paper. Results can be obtained

for the fluid drag coefficients based either on computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) simulations or experiments. Multiple software

solutions are available, such as ANSYS Fluent, OpenFOAM and

the flow simulation package in Solidworks [11]. Solidworks is

chosen in this paper as it is fairly straight forward to simulate

on existing computer-aided design (CAD) models of the USR

Mamba [2] and since the flow simulation package is quite pow-

erful, and high mesh settings may provide very accurate results

[11]. For obtaining the added mass coefficients, the following

two software candidates can be used: Wave Analysis by Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology (WAMIT) and wave analysis

by diffraction and morison theory (WADAM). Other approaches

for identifying the added mass coefficients such as strip theory

and empirical 3D data can be used. Strip theory evaluates a 3D

object as a sum of 2D strips and assumes a slender body where

the length is much larger than the width [11]. However, this will
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not be the case for a snake robot with few links. WADAM and

WAMIT are widely used to obtain the added mass coefficients

in marine vehicles or floating structures [12], [13]. Note that

WAMIT lacks a graphical user interface, and thus WADAM is

considered in this paper as the 3D potential theory in WADAM

is directly based on WAMIT and has a good graphical user inter-

face.

Different methods for experimentally determining the fluid

coefficients can be found in the literature. Below, some of the

methods are overviewed:

Free decay pendulum motion: The free decay pendulum

test uses a scaled-down model of the vehicle as a pendulum

connected by a rod [14]. It is set to oscillate in water when

it is displaced from its equilibrium position. Due to the hy-

drodynamic forces that resist the motion, the amplitude of

the swinging motion will decay over time. The hydrody-

namic parameters can then be extracted from the history of

the motion. In this approach, there is a need of accurately

measuring the position and the states of the vehicle, which

can be challenging.

Towing test and rotation test: This approach is often used

for ship design [15]. An object is towed at different veloc-

ities to determine quadratic and linear damping terms. In

addition, accelerated runs are performed for different ac-

celerations. By measuring forces at different velocities and

subtracting the already known damping and rigid body mass

forces, added mass forces can be obtained. The procedure

can be repeated for rotational experiment. This approach is

quite easy to perform. However, it is quite time consuming.

Guided rail: A guided rail experiment acts on the same

principle as the towing test, but by instead uses a guided

rail in an enclosed tank. The module is connected to the rail

and moves in the tank. By measuring the forces applied, it

is possible to extract the hydrodynamic parameters [16].

On-board sensor experiments: In this approach the accel-

erations of the system can be measured for a given thrust

input. Inertia and damping terms can then be obtained by

filtering the acceleration data [17].

Planar motion mechanism tests: A planar motion mecha-

nism is an electromechanical device used to move a model

ship in a pre-programmed series of motions in a test tank fa-

cility. The forces and moments on the model, and other data

related to the performance of the model can be measured and

used to identify the fluid parameters [18].

Based on available resources and equipment, in this paper three

performed experiments are described. For identification of the

drag coefficients, two variations of the above concepts are con-

sidered: a) a simplified guided rail approach and b) experiments

based on the towing test and guided rail approaches. The exper-

imental approach concerning added mass coefficients is inspired

by the decaying pendulum, where the pendulum oscillations are

actuated by a servo motor.

SIMULATION STUDIES
This section covers the theoretical identification of the fluid

coefficients based on the simulations conducted in Solidworks

and WADAM. The geometry of the USR Mamba [2] has been

considered in the simulations with module configurations rang-

ing from the head and tail modules with one link (H1LT) up to

nine links (H9LT). Note that by varying the number of links,

it is possible to investigate how the identified fluid coefficients

are dependent on the length of the robot. The theoretical val-

ues for the drag coefficients are calculated using the flow sim-

ulation extension of Solidworks. Generally, for the CFD simu-

lations it is hard to find the optimal mesh since this should be

chosen considering a trade-off between accuracy and simulation

time. In this paper, the simulations were performed with mesh

setting 6. This secures relatively accurate results, but demands

long computing time [11]. Regarding the computational domain

(CD), several tests were done analysing the pressure and velocity

profiles around the geometry to determine the smallest possible

CD without the loss of information. Detailed discussion for the

proper choice of mesh and CD can be found in [11]. Simula-

tions have been performed for several cases with different snake

module configurations. Table 2 gives an overview of the simula-

tion cases performed on each body configuration H1LT through

H9LT.

Velocity [m/s] Angle θ [deg] No. of

Range Step size Range Step size simulations

Case 1 [0.02 to 1] 0.02 0 — 50

Case 2 0.1 — [0 to 90] 3 31

Case 3 0.2 — [0 to 90] 3 31

Case 4 0.3 — [0 to 90] 3 31

Case 5 0.4 — [0 to 90] 3 31

Simulation scenarios per configuration: 174

Total number of simulations: 1566

TABLE 2: Simulation cases for drag coefficients for each body

configuration H1LT through H9LT.

As already mentioned, for the added mass coefficients iden-

tification the software extension WADAM is adopted in this pa-

per. The frequency-independent added mass matrix is of interest,

hence using a water depth of 300 meters, the snake is placed 100

meters below the water surface. It can thus be assumed that the

added mass coefficients are not influenced by the wave frequency

and are constant, making the added mass purely dependent on

the acceleration of the body. A uniform mass distribution is as-

sumed, and that the center of buoyancy (CB) is located at the cen-

ter of mass (CM) of the body. For each simulation of the different

snake configurations from H1LT to H9LT, the 6× 6 dimension-

less added mass matrix AD is obtained. The non-dimensionless

elements are found by multiplying with the water density and the
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volume of the object:

AND
i = AD

i ρVi, (15)

where the superscript denotes non-dimensionless (ND) and di-

mensionless (D), Vi is the volume of body i, and the subscript

i ∈ {H,T,HLT,H2LT,H3LT, ...,H9LT} denotes the module or

the configuration of modules. The first two diagonal elements of

AND represent the added mass coefficient in x−direction, μt and

in y−direction, μn, respectively.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This section presents the experimental setups used for iden-

tification of the fluid coefficients, including the choice of a suit-

able force/torque sensor. The two chosen experiments incorpo-

rates a passive guided rail towing tank and a circulation tank.

Note that for large objects, experiments are often conducted with

scaled down models. As the snake module configurations are

small, experiments are conducted for full-scale snake module

configurations, and thus, the scaling errors are avoided.

An important aspect of the experimental approach for iden-

tifying the fluid coefficients is the ability to choose a suitable

force/torque sensor. In addition, the physical placement of the

sensor is a major factor to consider when selecting the sensor.

The ideal case is to mount the sensor in direct proximity to the

CM of the snake modules as this point is the center of all calcula-

tions, and thus the need for transforming the measurements will

be eliminated. This concept was used in this paper in the experi-

ments. Therefore, the waterproof sensor Mini40 with IP68 rating

from ATI Industrial Automation is chosen for the experiments

in this paper, which has a low-profile design ideal for several

mounting scenarios. In addition, the sensor has a very low noise

distortion due to the use of silicon strain gauges that provides a

stronger signal than conventional strain gauges. For the exper-

iments conduced in this paper, the sensor was connected to the

experimental rig by a stiff rod. A connector plate was mounted

between the rod and the sensor to securely fasten the sensor. Note

that it is desirable to make the surface of the 3D printed mod-

ules as smooth as possible to match the simulation parameters.

Hence, silicon coating is applied to achieve the smoothness of

the module.

Passive guided rail gowing tank
The passive guided rail towing rig approach utilizes a rela-

tively small pool and a towing rig driven by simple weights. As

the system has a passive input in the form of an applied weight,

there is no need for developing electromechanical control sys-

tems. This does however produce a challenge in estimating ve-

locities as there is no direct control or measurement of it. The

validity of the experiments depends on the system reaching a

steady-state velocity when measuring the forces acting on the

snake. However, this setup is adapted to perform preliminary ex-

periments as it is relatively simple and sufficient to obtain initial

results for the drag coefficients. Figure 1 gives an overview of

this experimental setup.

Given a submerged body moving through water, if the force

acting on the body can be measured, the following equation pro-

vides sufficient information to identify the fluid coefficients:

fm = fD + fA +ma, (16)

where fm represents the measured forces, fD the drag forces, fA
the added mass forces, m is the mass of the submerged body, and

a represent the acceleration of the body. Assuming a constant

velocity at steady state, the acceleration and added mass terms

are zero and the above equation results in a direct measurement

of the total drag forces. The drag term contains both linear and

nonlinear (quadratic) drag forces. Further, if the velocity and

angle of attack of the submerged body can be controlled, and in

addition, the force acting on the body can be measured in body

x− and y−directions, then drag coefficients can be determined.

The experimental rig is built around a plastic pool of dimen-

sions 1.5 m × 0.9 m × 1 m. The snake configuration is placed

in the middle of the pool. The wagon and snake configuration

is constricted to movement along the global x−axis, while the

angle of attack can be adjusted by a mechanism on the wagon.

A weight pulling a string fastened to the wagon is the actuator

input to the system. The weight is suspended from the roof and

is extended to the wagon via a string through two pulleys, allow-

ing the weight to pull vertically while the motion of the wagon

is horizontal. Two types of scenarios are run for each snake con-

figuration. In the first scenario, the snake is traveling through the

water tank with an angle of attack equal to zero, θ = 0 degrees.

This is done for a set of different weights as inputs. In the second

scenario, the angle of attack is increased by 3 degrees for each

run. This is done for three different weights, totaling in 39 data

points.

As already mentioned, a precise velocity estimation is vital

for producing correct results. The Canon Legria HFG30 video

camera mounted on a tripod overlooking the end of the rail as

seen in Figure 1 is used for velocity estimation in this paper. For

more details see [11]. All experimental runs for the H1LT config-

uration at zero degree angle of attack are conducted six times, re-

sulting in six individual runs for each weight configuration. This

is done to validate the force measurements and velocity estima-

tions, and investigate the repeatability of the experimental trials.

Circulation tank
In this approach, the snake robot configurations are sub-

merged in a circulation tank. Similar to the passive towing tank

experiment, force measurements are recorded. However, now

the fluid velocity is constant and known. Furthermore, by mov-

ing the submerged snake configuration in a sinusoidal motion the

added mass coefficient in y−direction can be identified. Given

that the drag coefficients are identified, (16) can be exploited to

extract the added mass coefficients. The method requires the ac-

celeration of the snake configuration to be known. An assump-

tion made for the mathematical model in [8] is that the robot
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is neutrally buoyant. This is not the case for the conducted ex-

periments. While this is of no importance for the drag related

experiments, this can have a huge impact on the added mass ex-

periments. Assuming the fully submerged snake module con-

figuration has positive buoyancy, the following equation can be

used to extract the added mass forces of the robot:

fm = ma+ fD + fA + fB, (17)

where fB is the buoyancy force.

Figure 2 gives an overview of the circulation tank experi-

ments. The snake module configuration is mounted submerged in

a test section of a circulation tank. For the fluid drag coefficients

identification, the angle of attack of the snake configuration can

be chosen between 0 and 90 degrees. For added mass identifi-

cation, the angle of attack is set at θ = 0 degrees, while a servo

motor moves the snake in a sinusoidal motion, like a pendulum,

perpendicular to the flow. The body velocity and acceleration

are extracted from the given input and measured servo motor an-

gle. The velocity of the fluid is measured using a laser doppler

velocimetry (LDV) setup [11].

FIGURE 1: Overview of the passive guided rail towing tank ex-

perimental approach.

FIGURE 2: Overview of the circulation tank experimental ap-

proaches.

For the added mass experiments, the modules require an ac-

celeration. This is achieved by utilizing a servo motor from the

snake robot Mamba [2]. In particular, an actual functioning joint

module from Mamba containing the servo motor, electronics and

an angular positioning sensor is used for this purpose. The angu-

lar motion is achieved by using the following reference angle for

the joint:
φre f = α sin(ωt) , (18)

where ω is the frequency and α is the amplitude.

The lag between the measured position φ and the command

signal φre f is used to determine the phase shift, Φ. Note that the

measured amplitude is larger than the commanded due to over-

shooting. The difference is adjusted for by adding a term to the

amplitude. The corrected signal, φref, can be differentiated to find

the angular velocity and acceleration coinciding with the mea-

sured angle. The velocity and the acceleration in y−direction are

found by multiplying with the radius, r = 0.476 m. The resulting

velocity and acceleration estimates of the snake module configu-

ration is given by

v̂y = r (α +δ )ω sin(ωt +Φ) ,

ây =−r (α +δ )ω2 cos(ωt +Φ) ,
(19)

where δ and Φ are the amplitude and phase shift correction

terms, respectively.

Velocity [m/s] Angle, θ [deg] No. of

Range step size Range Step size runs

Case 1 [0.1 to 1] 0.1 0 — 10 × 2

Case 2 0.1 — [0 to 90] 3 31× 2

Case 3 0.2 — [0 to 90] 3 31× 2

Case 4 0.3 — [0 to 90] 3 31× 2

Case 5 0.4 — [0 to 90] 3 31× 2

Simulation scenarios per configuration: 134× 2

Total number of experimental runs: 536

TABLE 3: Scenarios for obtaining drag coefficients in the circu-

lation tank experiments for configurations H1LT and H2LT.

The experimental scenarios in circulation tank for identifi-

cation of drag coefficients are chosen to match the simulation

scenarios. The accurate control and measurement of the fluid

flow velocity makes this possible. Table 3 shows the conducted

experiments. Each of the experimental cases is conducted twice.

Added mass experiments are conducted for a set of different am-

plitudes α , and frequencies ω given in Table 4. Note that the

width of the tank limits the experiments to identifying added

mass in y−direction only. However, as already metnioned, for

long slender bodies, the added mass coefficient in x−direction is

commonly assumed to be zero [8]. The experimental cases are

presented in Table 4. The added mass forces can be calculated

using (17), where the buoyancy force in y−direction as a func-

tion of the angle φ is given by

fB = Bsin(φ), (20)
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where the buoyancy force can be obtained by biasing the sen-

sor data at φ = 0 degrees, where the buoyancy component of the

measured force in y−direction, fmy , is zero. During the experi-

ments, for four different values of φ , fmy are measured and the

buoyancy force B can be obtained using the following expres-

sion:

B =
fmy

sin(φ)
. (21)

Removing all of the above terms from (17) the forces caused by

the added mass can be obtained. For more details regarding the

development experiemntal setups used in this paper, see [11].

Remark 2. Note that due to the size of the pool and the circu-
lation tank, the experiments are limited to the H1LT and H2LT
underwater snake robot configurations in this paper.

α ω Fluid flow No. of

[deg] [deg/s] [m/s] runs

Case 1 10 60, 70, 80 0.2 3

Case 2 15 60, 70, 80 0.2 3

Case 3 20 60, 70, 80 0.2 3

Simulation scenarios per configuration: 9

Total number of experimental runs: 18

TABLE 4: Scenarios for obtaining added mass coefficient in the

circulation tank experiments for configurations H1LT and H2LT.

RESULTS
This section presents and discusses the results for the fluid

coefficients based on performed simulations and experiments.

The results regarding the drag coefficients are obtained from flow

simulations in Solidworks, a passive towing tank experimental

approach, and circulation tank experiments. The results related

to the added mass coefficients are obtained from simulations in

WADAM and circulation tank experiments.

Simulation results

FIGURE 3: Illustration of the work flow for the estimation of the

drag coefficients.

The work flow for obtaining the drag coefficients from the

forces is illustrated in Figure 3. Solidworks returns forces in

body x and y directions for each case of combined input veloc-

ity and angle of attack. For each of the nine body configura-

tions, five simulation scenarios are performed (Table 2). The

force data generated from the simulations is utilized in a least

squares estimation scheme to determine the drag related fluid

coefficients. The estimation scheme is applied to both the orig-

inal model for the drag forces given by (9), and for the various

adaptions made to this model given by (10)-(14). Based on all

simulation data, each estimation model returns the correspond-

ing fluid coefficients. The obtained simulation results show that

the original model f̂1 together with f̂2 and f̂6 are the least suc-

cessful estimates, but have less error as the snake configuration

is extended. The remaining models, f̂3, f̂4 and f̂5 are far more

fitting and returns almost the exact same forces. The latter three

estimation models all include drag coefficients for the head and

tail modules. As the geometry of the head and tail modules are

vastly different to the link modules, it is expected that these mod-

els tend to be more precise. For larger snake module configura-

tions, the various model variations are quite similar in behaviour

[11]. The resulting fluid coefficients obtained for the different

estimated force models based on the simulation data are given in

Table 5. The resulting coefficients indicate that the force model

f̂4 have the highest correlation in x− and in y−direction.

FIGURE 4: Illustration of the work flow for estimation of added

mass coefficients.

f̂1 f̂2 f̂3 f̂4 f̂5 f̂6

Cf 0.0046 0.2361

Cd 0.1206 0.4807

CI
f 0 0 0 0.0003

CI
d 0.0374 0.0191 0.0191 0.0374

CII
f 0.0112 0.0066 0.0066 0.0062

CII
d 0.4063 0.4064 0.4064 0.3484

CI
fHT

0 0.0063

CI
dHT

0.1956 0.1956

CII
fHT

0.1106 0.1050 0.1134

CII
dHT

0 0 0.6186

CI
XY 0.0055

Fl
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ts

CII
XY 0.1957 0.1779

TABLE 5: Fluid coefficients identified based on simulations.

Regarding the added mass coefficients, Figure 4 shows the

procedures for the simulation and the experimental approach

adopted in this paper. The simulations return the added mass for

each of the USR configurations. The μx,i and μy,i represent the

dimensionless added mass parameters in x− and y−direction for

configuration i, respectively, while the dimensionless CAy,i and

CAx,i are commonly referred to as the added mass coefficients,

and are dependent on the geometry of the object. The relation-

ship is given by:
μx,i =ViρCAx,i ,

μy,i =ViρCAy,i .
(22)

The simulation results obtained based on WADAM are summa-

rized in Table 6 together with the volume of each configuration.
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Table 6 shows that μy,i grows linearly for each added link, while

μx,i barely increases compared to μy,i, and is negligible for larger

configurations of HnLT. The difference between both dimension-

less added mass coefficients, CAx,i and CAy,i , are roughly constant

for configurations with n ≥ 3. The simulation results for con-

figurations of the robot with many link modules agrees with the

assumption CAx = 0 commonly adopted for slender bodies [8].

Configuration Non-dimensionless Dimensionless Volume

i μx,i μy,i CAx,i CAy,i Vi
[
m3

]×10−3

Head 0.2943 0.2366 0.7631 0.6134 0.376

Link 0.5421 1.2050 0.4170 0.9269 1.268

Tail 0.2683 0.1567 1.0456 0.6108 0.250

HT 0.1837 0.4911 0.2850 0.7620 0.629

H1LT 0.2318 1.8600 0.1195 0.9588 1.893

H2LT 0.5153 3.6840 0.1880 1.3500 2.670

H3LT 0.6486 5.1539 0.1653 1.3132 3.830

H4LT 0.6967 6.7942 0.1379 1.3448 4.929

H5LT 0.9147 8.3451 0.1480 1.3504 6.029

H6LT 0.8570 9.9436 0.1173 1.3606 7.130

H7LT 0.9210 11.527 0.1092 1.3664 8.230

H8LT 1.0449 13.112 0.1093 1.3711 9.330

H9LT 1.1822 14.689 0.1106 1.3740 10.430

TABLE 6: Simulation results for added mass on the different

snake modules and configurations.

To obtain an estimated coefficient valid for every snake mod-

ule configuration, a least square estimation is used on:

μx,i =ViρĈAx ,

μy,i =ViρĈAy ,
(23)

where ĈAx and ĈAy are the unknown coefficients. Similarly, an

estimate of the coefficient is obtained using the following ex-

pression:
μy,i = μnρnĈA, (24)

where the coefficient in x−direction is neglected. The resulting

least square estimations are shown in Table 7. The coefficient

ĈA is smaller than ĈAy . However, the difference is quite small,

< 0.1, and smaller than the coefficient in x−direction.

ĈAx ĈAy ĈAy

0.1194 1.3601 1.2674

TABLE 7: Added mass coefficients from simulation.

Experimental results
The towing rig experiment results in data from the 6-axis

force/torque sensor as well as velocities. From the six available

measurements, only forces in x and y directions are considered

as these are the ones of importance since in this paper we con-

sider a 2D model for USRs. In addition, similarly to the pro-

cedure in the previous section concerning the simulation results,

system identifications were performed for several model varia-

tions. From these experiments, it is observed that most of the

estimation models have similar qualitative behaviour as the mea-

sured forces. Estimates f̂1 and f̂2 seem to be the least fitting in

x− and y−direction, but behave in the same way for the different

weights. Overall, the estimates for model variation f̂4 seems to be

the most fitting model. The resulting fluid coefficients obtained

for the different estimated force models based on the passive tow-

ing rig data are shown in Table 8.

f̂1 f̂2 f̂3 f̂4 f̂5 f̂6

Cf 0.0242 0.4319

Cd 0.2813 1.7712

CI
f 0.0042 0.0109 0.0152 0.0177

CI
d 0.0193 0 0 0.0184

CII
f 0.0693 0.0149 0.0045 0

CII
d 2.2438 1.5249 1.5249 1.3918

CI
fHT

0 0

CI
dHT

0.0795 0.0795

CII
fHT

0.2363 0.2498 0.2556

CII
dHT

1.8852 1.8852 2.4598

CI
XY 0.0870

Fl
ui
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CII
XY 0.8704 0.3472

TABLE 8: Fluid coefficients identified based on the passive tow-

ing rig experiments.

Compared to the passive towing rig experimental approach,

the circulation tank experiments return a large set of measure-

ment data. The reason for this is the extended range of pos-

sible fluid flow velocities in the circulation tank. The system

identification schemes for the circulation tank experiments are

performed with two different data sets as input. The first case in-

cludes the entire data set from the experiments, which is in accor-

dance with the system identification schemes for the simulations

and the passive towing rig experiment. The second estimation

scheme limits the input for the angled experiments to a restricted

data set including the results for θ ≤ 39 degrees. This is done in

order to mitigate the unwanted wall effects obtained from the cir-

culation tank experiments for large θ . Note that θ ≤ 40 degrees is

a common maximum amplitude for USRs motion patterns [8]. In

order to obtain accurate estimates for the added mass coefficient

in y−direction, accurate drag coefficients are needed. By limit-

ing the data set to θ ≤ 39 degrees, the unexpected behaviour in y
forces is eliminated and the estimated models should return more

accurate results. It is observed that the estimated force models

fit satisfactory with the measured forces, however, the restricted

data set causes a small improvement in the estimations [11]. The

drag coefficients obtained from the circulation tank experiments

are shown in Table 9.
Comparison of simulation and experimental results

In general, for both the simulations and experiments, f̂4 is the

most fitting candidate, which is reasonable considering that this
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model is the most complex, involving the largest set of individual

drag coefficients. Whereas the original model, f̂1 does in general

not produce satisfying results, since this is the simplest model

with only two drag coefficients. As f̂2 includes individual drag

coefficients for linear and quadratic drag, it is generally more

accurate compared to f̂1. It is observed that all estimation models

struggle to handle the drop in x forces at a large θ . A possible

solution is to have drag force equations of a higher polynomial

degree. However, as the drag force in x direction for a slender

body is small compared to that in y direction, a more complex

system may not be necessary, and thus higher accuracy of the

model may not be significantly more beneficial. Additionally,

from a practical point of view, most common motion patterns

for USRs do not involve a value of θ larger than 40-50 degrees,

suggesting that the accuracy for large θ to be of low importance.

An interesting observation is that the accuracy of f̂1 and f̂2
increases for larger snake module configurations, which impli-

cates that for USRs with many links the original drag force model

f̂1 may be of similar accuracy as the more complex models such

as f̂4. In addition, it is observed that the effects of the drag forces

caused by the head and tail gradually decreases with an increas-

ing number of links. Considering the results for f̂4 in Table 10,

it is clear that the coefficients for quadratic drag dominate the

coefficients for linear drag. This might indicate that f̂4 could be

simplified by removing some of the linear terms. The resulting

drag coefficients for f̂1 are presented in Table 11. Comparing

these results to the analytical estimates in Remark 1, the exper-

imental results for Cf are closer to the analytical estimates than

what was identified based on the simulations. On the other hand,

the values for Cd are much smaller for both experiments and sim-

ulations compared to Remark 1.

f̂1 f̂2 f̂3 f̂4 f̂5 f̂6

Cf 0.0207 0.3363

Cd 0.3268 1.6066

CI
f 0 0 0 0.0032

CI
d 0.0603 0 0 0.0602

CII
f 0.0544 0.0133 0.0133 0.0088

CII
d 1.8601 1.4272 1.4272 1.1142

CI
fHT

0 0.0148

CI
dHT

0.1769 0.1769

CII
fHT

0.2602 0.2451 0.2675

CII
dHT

1.1770 1.1770 2.0963

CI
XY 0.0351

Fl
ui

d
C

oe
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ts

CII
XY 0.4612 0.2963

TABLE 9: Fluid coefficients identified based on the circulation

tank experiments based on restricted dataset.

Remark 3. From the obtained results we see that for small
snake module configurations, the effects from the head and tail
modules, as well as the x-y cross forces have a significant pres-
ence compared to the effects caused by the link modules alone.

Hence, it is necessary for a complex drag force model with sev-
eral drag-related individual drag coefficients to be incorporated
to sufficiently describe the resulting fluid forces. However, for
larger snake module configurations, a more simple model is suffi-
cient such as the one proposed in [8] as it was indicated from the
simulation studies and experiments with larger configurations.

Passive Circulation Tank

Simulated Towing Rig Unrestricted Restricted

CI
f 0 0.0152 0 0

CII
f 0.0191 0 0.0569 0

CI
d 0.0066 0.0045 0.0126 0.0133

CII
d 0.4064 1.5249 1.2402 1.4272

CI
fHT

0.0063 0 0.0141 0.0148

CI
dHT

0.1956 0.0795 0.1929 0.1769

CII
fHT

0.1050 0.2498 0.2531 0.2451

CII
dHT

0 1.8852 1.4444 1.1770

CI
XY 0.0055 0.0870 0.0412 0.0351

CII
XY 0.1957 0.8704 0.6654 0.4612

TABLE 10: Comparison of drag coefficients for force model, f̂4.

Passive Circulation Tank

Simulated Towing Rig Unrestricted Restricted

Cf 0.0046 0.0242 0.0167 0.0207

Cd 0.1206 0.2813 0.3835 0.3628

TABLE 11: Comparison of drag coefficients for force model, f̂1.

The added mass coefficients identified based on the per-

formed simulations and experiments are shown in Table 12.

From the simulation, the added mass coefficient in x−direction

has an expected low value and a theoretical value of the added

mass parameter μt = 0 is reasonable for modelling purposes, es-

pecially for large snake module configurations. Comparing the

simulation and experimental results, the resulting added mass co-

efficients are of similar values. This indicates that the simulation

results can be used to properly identify the added mass coeffi-

cients. Note that the obtained fluid parameters in Table 12 are

within the range of the analytical estimates in Remark 1.

Simulations Circulation Tank

CAx 0.1194 -

CAy 1.3601 -

CA 1.2674 1.2770

TABLE 12: Comparison of added mass coefficients.

The results obtained for the added mass coefficients from

the experiment rely on the experimentally obtained fluid drag

coefficients. For the estimation, two different drag models es-

timates based on the drag experiments are used. This is done
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as a means to investigate how different drag force estimates in-

fluence the added mass estimations. The drag force models in

question are f̂1 and f̂4. The least square estimation uses the ex-

pression given by (24). The result of the estimations is presented

in Table 13, where it is clear that the resulting coefficients varies

insignificantly based on which drag force model is used. The

obtained values are close to the theoretical value CA ∈ [1,1.5] as

mentioned in Remark 1.

Drag model CA

f̂1 1.2754

f̂4 1.2770

TABLE 13: Added mass coefficients from circulation tank exper-

iments, based on different drag force models.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents general methods for identifying fluid

coefficients for USRs based on both CFD simulations and sev-

eral experimental approaches. The fluid force model presented

in [8] is used to identify the parameters for the hydrodynamic

model. Additionally, different variations and extensions to the

hydrodynamics model proposed in [8] are presented. It is ob-

served that the original drag force model in [8] correlates to the

results obtained in this paper for large snake module configura-

tions, indicating that the closed-form analytical model of USRs

presented in [8] is suitable for snake module configurations with

many links. Based on the different experimental results, the drag

force coefficients for the model presented in [8] are identified as

Cf ∈ [0.02,0.03] which is in accordance with the theoretical es-

timates, and Cd ∈ [0.2,0.4] which is smaller than the expected

theoretical values. This paper shows that the added mass coeffi-

cient for the underwater snake robot Mamba is CA ≈ 1.27, which

is in agreement with the existing analytical estimates for USRs.

In the future, the experiments and simulation schemes presented

in this paper will be extended for fluid coefficients identification

for a 3D model of USRs.
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